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to get to earth but he can t sense anybody s ki when gohan fully powers up into a super saiyan goku is able to sense it g
but vegeta grabs a hold of his shoulder upon arrival goku flicks away a beam that was shot at gohan from frieza
Goku speaks with gohan to congratulate him for summoning them so goku could use instant transmission
goku also tells him that he ll wish piccolo back with the namekian dragon balls he then instantly teleports
piccolo to the lookout for goten and trunks to explain to dende what transpired goku wonders how frieza was
resurrected and was told by vegeta that the dragon balls have been used frieza begins to explain his
torturous times in hell which has no meaning to goku frieza then leaves his hover pod to further power up to
combat goku frieza transforms into his final form and in the process he kills the rest of his army goku wishes
that he goes first against frieza because vegeta has taken out ginyu frieza is waiting for goku to transform
into a super saiyan but goku says that that power is not needed yet
Goku confronts frieza
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Goku and vegeta continue doing housework all over beerus planet once they finalized their chores they began training with whis before they commenced whis gives
goku a new gi because vegeta received a new one from bulma goku and vegeta used weights to train they both had to carry their weight and travel along a path
before they get lost in another dimension if they fall off later that day goku and vegeta go to their room to prepare to go to sleep goku says that he doesn t want to do
the housework but he still wants to keep training goku falls asleep moments after the next day goku and vegeta are sparring against whis to hit him their match is
stopped because they lacked the speed to keep up whis starts to tell goku and vegeta their weaknesses and says that goku is too calm in his fights and could lead him
to fail in the end
When frieza has been revived goku senses a huge power from earth can t doesn t know what it is goku is told by vegeta to ignore and continue doing housework later
goku and vegeta spar with each other under the supervision of whis and they accidentally tapped into a new power up but only for a short while they eventually see
beerus who has recently woken in his sleep and told him that they came to train with whis and only want to get stronger
In that place goku and vegeta continue sparring whis finally brings back goku and vegeta because beerus is getting frustrated and wants more pizza which is in whis
staff upon returning his staff all of the pizza has been eaten because goku and vegeta needed to eat or they would ve starved and died beerus is furious with them so
he chases them into the woods whis sees on his staff that he s received a message and recognizes bulma she tells him that frieza has come back and she needs goku
and vegeta the time it ll take for whis to get vegeta and goku to earth will be 35 minutes so goku finds an alternative method goku is trying to use instant transmission
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